Profile of Dr. B. MANOJ KUMAR - Publications

List of Presentation and Publication in the International / National Conferences/
Symposia

National Conferences and Symposia

Manoj Kumar B., and Dr. T.P. Halappa Gowda, (1992), “Dissolved Oxygen Prediction in Mixing Zones of Rivers for Multiple Outfall System”, Eighth National Convention of Environmental Engineers, Institution of Engineers (India); Allahabad, India, 30th October 1992 (Presentation and Published in proceedings).


International Conferences and Symposia

Manoj Kumar B. and Sanjeev Chaudhari, (2003), “Evaluation of Sequencing Batch Reactor (SBR) and Sequencing Batch Biofilm Reactor (SBBR) for Biological Nutrient Removal from Simulated Wastewater containing Glucose as Carbon Source”, Presentation and Published in Conference Proceedings of First International Young Researchers Conference 2002 “European Platform of Doctoral Students and Young Scientists”, Cranfield University, Cranfield, United Kingdom, 9 - 10 September 2003; (Hosted by The School of Water Sciences Cranfield University and sponsored by Severn Trent Water and held in conjunction with ETNET – European Thematic Network of Education and Training for Environment-Water and its Specific Project).


**Journal Papers**


Total Publications

| National Journal | 09 |
| International Journal | 21 |
| National Conference | 18 |
| International Conference | 15 |
| Paper presentation | 33 |

Reviewer

- Reviewer for International Journal “Biotechnology and Bioengineering”, published by John Wiley and Sons, reviewed five research papers.
- Reviewer for International Journal of Environment and Pollution (Special Issue of Recent research and development in environmental science and engineering in China).
- Reviewer for International Journal "Bioresource Technology" published by Elsevier Publications.

Reviewer for MOEF research proposals, GoI.

Reviewer for International Journal “Asian Journal of Water, Environment and Pollution”

Reviewer for “International Journal of Earth Sciences & Engineering” (ISSN 0974-5904).

Reviewer for Research project report “Inventorisation of Water Bodies in Bengaluru Metropolitan Area” prepared by Environmental Management & Policy Research Institute, Department of Forest, Ecology & Environment, Government of Karnataka, Bangalore (2017).

Reviewer for Research project report “Assessment of Current Status of Cauvery River in Karnataka and declaration of 300 m buffer zone on both sides of the river as Eco-sensitive zone” prepared by Environmental Management & Policy Research Institute, Department of Forest, Ecology & Environment, Government of Karnataka, Bangalore (2017).

**Research Papers Presented in International Conferences Outside India**

Presented research paper in International Water Association young researcher’s conference at Cranfield University, UK.

Presented research paper in International Conference on Environmental Science and Technology held at Houston, Texas, USA.

Presented research paper in International conference on “Technologies and Strategic Management of Sustainable Biosystems” at Perth, Western Australia.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All</th>
<th>Since 2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Citations</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h-index</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i10-index</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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